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and that Nicholas declared to Senator Douglas that there were only two sensible systems of
government in the world--the American and the Russian; that the ovations paid to our iron-clads
were highly gratifying; but it would be by no means safer to deduce practical results from all these
demonstrations than from the recent Congressional expressions of sympathy with Crete. Since
1848 Congress has not at all been reticent in relation to European affairs when it suited its views,
but deeds have never yet followed the words. Still, as long as the power of the United States is not
decidedly superior to that of France or England, it is possible that common hatred, common
interest, common rivalry, may some day ally them to Russia. But in proportion as America
approaches its natural goal, as it preponderates, the eventuality of such an alliance loses all
probability....
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Reviews
A very awesome publication with perfect and lucid information. It is probably the most awesome book i have read. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Dr. Celia Howell DVM
This book might be well worth a study, and much better than other. Indeed, it can be perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I realized
this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Dejuan Rippin
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